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1. Executive Summary

With their collection of 55 and growing commissioned net artworks, 661 Art Museum
now seeks to standardize their approach to organizing, maintaining, and storing both
the artworks themselves and their related documentation. In order for the museum to
address these goals, we have identified the following objectives: 1. Create a numbering
scheme for the net artworks that aligns with the museum’s existing numbering
conventions, 2. Identify appropriate metadata in TMS and develop a vocabulary guide to
effectively capture the net artworks, 3. Create database entries for each individual net
artwork, and 4. Identify digital and physical storage necessities for the works. By
ensuring that the storage and documentation of their net artworks are uniform and in
line with industry standards, 661 Art Museum will be better positioned not only to
onboard future commissions but also to facilitate ease of administrative access and
requests for research as well.

2. Historical Background and Current Status of Net Art Collection

Founded in 1930, 661 Art Museum seeks to be the defining museum of twentieth- and
twenty-first-century American art. Its permanent collection spans from the late-19th
century to the present and comprises more than 25,000 paintings, drawings, prints,
sculptures, photographs, film, video, and artifacts of new media by more than 3,500
artists. With a long history of collecting modern and contemporary art, 661 Art Museum
has for the past ten years commissioned artists and collectives to create new net art for

their website. This collection now encompasses 55 net artworks and are accessible to
the public on New Media, an online gallery space for 661’s collection of net art and new
media art. The digital art curator identifies and manages the artist who will create each
commissioned piece. The process for artworks entering the museum collection is largely
standardized across 661; it involves creating object files stored in hard copy in the
department’s office and creating object records in the museum’s collection management
system. 661 uses The Museum System (TMS) as their collections management system.
The documentation needed for net art largely follows the process already in place at the
museum, but it does require modification to address some of the special considerations
that arise for digital art on the internet. We recommend that 661 Art Museum create a
task force to address the proper storage, numbering, description, and organization of
their growing collection of net art materials, both physical and digital. The proposed task
force will work across departments, including Curatorial, Registration, Preservation, IT,
and research industry standards for net art in museums to determine best practices for
their collection. Through this work, 661 Art Museum will be able to ensure that its net art
objects are properly managed by the museum and available for viewing and research
for many years to come.

3. Scope of Work
a. Project Overview
1. Create a numbering scheme for the net artworks that aligns with the
museum’s existing numbering conventions.

2. Identify appropriate metadata in TMS and develop a vocabulary guide
to effectively capture the net artworks.
3. Create database entries for each individual net artwork.
4. Identify digital and physical storage necessities for the works.

b. Methodologies of Work
As an established collecting institution, 661 Art Museum has many processes in
place for the acquisition, documentation, and continued care of artworks. The
nature of net art, however, requires some adaptations to the standard set of
practices. This section describes our proposal on how best to integrate the net
art collection into the existing structures and processes of description and
management already in place at 661 Art Museum.

1. Create a numbering scheme for the net artworks that aligns with the museum’s
existing numbering conventions.

Each artwork that enters the building and collection of 661 Art Museum is given
an identifying number based on the department which acquired the work or the
status of the work when it entered the building. The standard identifying number
will include a prefix identifying either a department and/or status of the object, the
year it entered the building/collection, and a sequence number. For items
entering the permanent collection, they are assigned an object number with the
following formula: two letter prefix identifying the department.year
accessioned.sequence number.

If an object is made of constituent parts, an additional letter suffix is added. For
example, “PT.2000.1.a-d” is a painting that was accessioned in 2000 made of
four panels. Through this method, each individual part of a piece can be tracked
as a child record to the parent record which tracks the piece as a whole.

The net art collection will be numbered using the same convention with NM (for
New Media) as the departmental prefix. For pieces with additional components
like sculptural elements or emulations, additional child records will be created
using the letter suffix convention. Thus, one piece of net art commissioned in
2010 will originally be assigned the number “NM.2010.1”. Because this piece
involved Adobe Flash, it was emulated with new code in 2020. This new
emulation was given the number “NM.2010.5” as a new object record (its last
number follows the sequence of the last acquired work), and links to “NM.2010.1”
as a child record.

2. Identify appropriate metadata in TMS and develop a vocabulary guide to
effectively capture the net artworks.

All art pieces that enter the collection of 661 Art Museum are described and
inventoried in TMS and hard-copy object files. These descriptions are based
on acquisition worksheets filled out when objects enter the collection by the
department curator, in consultation with the appropriate conservator and
registrar. The specific worksheet depends on the category of the object
entering the collection. A two dimensional object will have different fields than

a performance piece. All worksheets, however, include standard fields such
as artist/creator, title, medium, credit line, and department. If new information
comes to light regarding the object, the curator is in charge of updating the
object records digitally and in hard copy.

Relying on existing standards within the museum, we propose that individual
net art records be registered based on the descriptive metadata described in
the Metadata Field Crosswalk (see fig. 2). While vocabulary controls adhere
to industry standards like ULAN and AAT as much as possible, given the new
and constantly changing nature of net art, we recommend using terms from
Wikidata as a control for the Constituent and Medium fields when needed.
Wikidata is collaboratively edited, open-source, and dynamic, matching the
needs of the equally contemporary and changeable features of net art.
Contemporary artists not represented in ULAN can be found in Wikidata, and
most importantly, terms that describe the medium of net artworks are more
comprehensively represented in Wikidata than they are in the AAT. Using
Wikidata’s query feature, we have created constrained lists of terms to act as
vocabulary controls for the three most important medium components we
have identified - markup language, scripting language, and programming
language. On the Metadata Field Crosswalk, standard fields required for
every work of art entering the collection are highlighted in purple, while the
remaining metadata fields are optional, depending on the unique metadata

needs of specific net artworks.1

3. Create database entries for each individual net artwork.
Each work will be cataloged by the cataloger and metadata specialist based on
the existing accession worksheet. The Digital Media curator will review each
record before it is approved for publication on the online catalog.

4. Identify digital and physical storage necessities for the works.
a. Database
The Museum uses TMS as its primary database. TMS is a relational
database used by museums around the world. It is built to manage
collections as well as exhibitions and other museum functions. Our work
will be focusing on the Objects module. Future areas of growth might
include filling out exhibitions modules for works that were included in
outside exhibitions.
b. Cloud-Based Storage
In addition to relying on existing museum infrastructure to make sure the
database and artworks themselves are safe and secure, we also
recommend maintaining cloud-based storage as an added resource for
storing, sharing, and accessing the net artworks and their related
documentation. As a cloud-based, open source DAMS, ResourceSpace is
a flexible and appropriate option for 661 Art Museum; its ability to
1

See Appendix Fig. 2 for the proposed Metadata Field Crosswalk. In some cases, the column “661
Internal Vocab Qualifier Options” represents some, but not all qualifiers that could be associated with an
Internal Vocab Category.

customize its cataloging functions as well as store different types of files
together makes it well suited for the storage of net artworks. This way, all
electronic documents relating to a net artwork - whether it is the artwork
itself, artist’s questionnaire, exhibition information, preservation
documents, additional images, and more, can all be stored together on
one platform (see fig. 4). What’s more, a TMS feature can be added to
ResourceSpace’s base code, allowing the two systems to communicate ResourceSpace will be able to pull relevant metadata as well as any
changes to metadata from TMS for their records, ensuring accuracy of the
records throughout the storage systems.
c. Website for public viewing
All commissioned net artworks by 661 Art Museum are hosted on the
Museum’s New Media website (https://newmedia.661.org) (see fig. 5).
A work may exist on the New Media website as well as on the artist’s
website. The Museum’s New Media website is maintained and updated
by the Museum’s IT department and Web Developer, in collaboration
with the Digital Media Department, who commissions and documents
the works.
d. File Cabinets for Object Record
Each work will also be recorded in a physical object file with the signed
contracts and other documentation. These physical object files will be
stored in file cabinets in the Digital Media Department and organized
based on the museum’s standard sequence.

Accession Worksheet
Deed of Gift (In this case Commission Agreement)
Display Documentation
Exhibition Documentation
Conservation Documentation
Rights and Reproduction Documentation

4. Staff and Supplies

Digital Media Department- New Hires
● Department Manager - Full-time
○ Oversees the day-to-day operations of the department
○ Serves as a middle-man between the department and the other
departments in the museum/museum board
○ Oversees the installation of works for exhibition and display on the website
○ Handles contracts, legal/rights, budget
● Cataloger/metadata specialist - Full-time
○ Maintains digital media records within TMS
○ Creates the net art records
○ Creates and maintains the numbering system, cataloging standards and
file naming convention for works in the New Media collection
● New Media/Digital Preservation Specialist - Full-time
○ Aids in ingestion, storage, and preservation of the net art collection

○ Defines the best practices for the artwork storage and display
○ Makes sure all the appropriate documentation is present for the artwork
relating to storage
○ Creates the workflow between cataloger and IT
● Fellow/Intern - Part-time
○ Research
○ Data entry
○ Digitizing hard copies

Existing Museum Staff
● Digital Art Curator
○ Decides artists to work with
● General IT
○ Handles moving the net art from local storage to the museum servers and
offsite storage
○ Troubleshoots general tech issues
● Web Developer
○ Assist in managing the website hosting the net art
○ Expertise in digital preservation
○ Responsible for the management of metrics, communicating findings and
making recommendations to decision makers
● Researcher - Part-time
○ Makes sure all documentation is present, if not reaches out to the artist

○ Works with Cataloger to gather relevant information and history of the
work

Supplies- New
● Net Art and Object Records - Digital storage
○ Cloud storage: ResourceSpace Business Cloud
■ $764/month (for 2.5 TB) = $9,168/year

Supplies- Existing
● Physical object records
○

File cabinets + acid-free folders and boxes for hard copies

● Hardware
○ PC computers with CD drives and USB slots
○ Scanners for digitizing hard copies
● Operating system
○ Windows
● Software
○ TMS
○ Google Analytics

5. Timeline for completion

The anticipated timeline for this project is six months, with the initial phases focusing on
evaluation, inventorying net art holdings, and database entry spanning the entirety of
the six months, and an implementation of future phases concentrating on digital
preservation and data analysis spanning the life of the project.

Phase 1
Evaluation
● Review industry standards and update documentation techniques
● Determine museums net art repository needs
Phase 2
Inventory Net Art holdings
● Implement file naming convention; create a numbering scheme
● Meta language; Identify appropriate and culturally competent metadata in
TMS Collections and develop a common vocabulary guide, based on Getty
Phase 3
Database entry
● TMS
○

Provide reliable, long-term access to managed digital resources now
and in the future

● Catalog guide
● Cloud-Based Storage
● Website for public viewing
● File Cabinets for Object Records

● Copyright, fair use, ownership, and access to protect the institution, and
born-digital works

Project Completion

Future Phases
Digital preservation
● Institutional Buy In
○ Mission and Policy development to support sustainable digital
preservation: Criteria; Capture (reformatting and web crawling); ingest and
migration schedules.
○ Cyberinfrastructure capable of preservation

● Compliance with Standards
○ Common vocabulary; allows interoperability; supports capture and
metadata

● Proper metadata
○

Preservation metadata to ensure that essential contextual, administrative,
descriptive, structural, and technical information are preserved along with
the digital object.

○ XML Standard language for metadata

● Trusted Digital Repository
○ Internet Archive: free web-based digital repository
○ DSpace: free downloadable and customizable digital repository

● Copyright
○ Clear legal right and permission to preserve content

Data and Content Analysis

● Strategic plan to define which Key Performance Indicators reflect institutions
goals and objectives
● E-Metrics (Google Analytics)
○ Regular Analysis of KPIs using Google Analytics; Explore and collect data
on the use of the museums electronic resources to quantify and better
understand the impact of the net art site.
■ Reports aimed to easily present data to aid decision making
■ Museums reach: number of visits, new visits, searches involving
net site name
■ Audience: Families, young, adult, local, or international
■ Social engagement: Pages per visit, time on site, repeat visitations,
community size, number and quality of user generated content
■ Accessibility: Percentage of accessible content
■ Technical: Load time, number of broken links, browser compatibility
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